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Crystal structure determination has long provided insight into structure and bonding of small
molecules. When those same small molecules are designed to come together in multi-molecular
assemblies, such as in coordination cages, supramolecular architectures and organic-based
frameworks, their crystallographic characteristics closely resemble biological macromolecules.
This resemblance suggests that bio-macromolecular refinement approaches be used for structure
determination of abiological molecular complexes that arise in an aggregate state. Following this
suggestion we investigated the crystal structure of a pentagonal macrocycle, cyanostar, by means
of biological structure analysis methods and compared results to traditional small molecule
methods. Cyanostar presents difficulties seen in supramolecular crystallography including whole
molecule disorder and highly flexible solvent molecules sitting in macrocyclic and intermolecule
void spaces. We used the force-field assisted refinement method, molecular dynamics flexible
fitting algorithm for X-ray crystallography (xMDFF), along with tools from the macromolecular
structure determination suite PHENIX. We found that a standard implementation of PHENIX,
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namely one without xMDFF, either fails to produce a solution by molecular replacement alone or
produces an inaccurate structure when using generic geometry restraints, even at a very high
diffraction data resolution of 0.84 Å. The problems disappear when taking advantage of xMDFF,
which applies an optimized force field to re-align molecular models during phasing by providing
accurate restraints. The structure determination for this model system shows excellent agreement
with the small-molecule methods. Therefore, the joint xMDFF-PHENIX refinement protocol
provides a new strategy that uses macromolecule methods for structure determination of small
molecules and their assemblies.

Author Manuscript

INTRODUCTION

Author Manuscript

X-ray crystallography1,2 is an indispensable structure determination tool in the chemical
sciences. The structural models that are determined through atomic-scale fitting and
interpretation of the extracted electron densities have frequently been used to support or
refute the discovery of novel chemical identities,3 properties,4 and functions.5 The
protocols6 used to determine the crystal structures of small molecules can transform
reciprocal space X-ray diffraction datasets into real space electron density. When confronted
with lower resolution, such as can occur when small molecules are brought together in
supramolecular architectures, like coordination cages,7 abiological foldamers,8 metalorganic frameworks9 and covalent-organic frameworks,10–12 traditional small-molecule
protocols will be challenged. In such many-molecule assemblies, the crystal packing and
diffraction data are more typical of biological macromolecules.

Author Manuscript

As a consequence of interest in the structure and packing of large multi-molecule
assemblies, a crossover region between small and biological macromolecules has
emerged.13 For instance, the crystals of coordination cages7 have a range of characteristics:
asymmetric units with dimensions around 10,000 Å3, whole unit cells that often contain as
many as 48 repeating units, and which contain greater regions of disorder, often a natural
consequence of solvent filling void spaces in the multi-molecule architecture. The stated
features render ab initio structure modeling from electron density peaks difficult.
Recognition of this crossover region motivated our investigation into the use of
macromolecular methods14 for the structure determination of the abiological molecule,
cyanostar15 (Figure 1). Cyanostar, while being a small molecule (MW ~ 900 D), exhibits
whole-molecule disorder, dimerizes in the solid state (unit cell ~1800 D) and bears weakly
ordered solvents in and around its binding pocket. Comparison to the structure15 determined
with small-molecule methods6 showed that the crossover region between small and large
molecules can benefit greatly from a combination of PHENIX and xMDFF; methods
extended herein for use in abiological macromolecular structure determination.

J Am Chem Soc. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 July 16.
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The principles underlying small-molecule and macromolecular crystallography are
essentially the same, however, approaches and software implementations distinguish the two
fields of crystallography from each other. Small molecule crystallography is usually devoted
to small (<2000 D), relatively rigid molecules that diffract to high resolution (<1.0 Å)
whereas macromolecular crystallography may extend to mega-Dalton complexes, e.g.,
ribosomes and viruses, which also have often substantial regions of disorder. Unlike small
molecule approaches (Figure 2a), macromolecular strategies (Figure 2b) involve
bootstrapping phase information as a means to obtain an initial electron density map14,16
and then relying on prior knowledge of widely accepted amino acid and nucleotide
geometries to refine these phases.17 Initial phases are most often estimated from the use of a
related molecular model that is placed in the unit cell, a method known as molecular
replacement,14 or from a perturbation of the diffraction pattern by making use of heavy
atoms or anomalous scatterers.16 In essence, the data resolution obtained in the case of small
molecules allows the phase to be very well solved and refinement proceeds to bring
observed and calculated structure factors into agreement. For macromolecular
crystallography, even the initially obtained phase will require a significant amount of
optimization during the subsequent refinement process.

Author Manuscript

A crossover region has emerged where the resolution regimes for small molecule and
macromolecular structure determination overlap. For instance, the ultrahigh-resolution
structures of proteins (0.48 Å)18 and nucleic acids (0.55 Å)19 match small molecules while
the data resolution of mesoporous materials built from small molecules can be as high as 1.8
Å.9 The popular SHELX suite of programs,20 originally designed for small molecules, has
also been successfully applied to macromolecular crystallography,21 mainly to identify
positions of anomalous scatterers. However, use of the methods for macromolecule structure
determination has only rarely been applied to small molecules. Macromolecule methods
benefit from the narrow chemical diversity of biological molecules, such as amino and
nucleic acids. Thus, their wide availability enables extensive use of subunit geometries to
allow generation of accurate restraints and to help direct the refinement. Use of
macromolecular methods in the small molecule regime would require a means to tackle the
extreme chemical diversity present in small molecules.

Author Manuscript

One seminal effort by Rissanen, Jaskolski and Szumna13 targeted the structure
determination of a 2800-D resorcin[4]arene dimer using a hybrid approach that began with
macromolecule methods and ended with small-molecule techniques. To provide a viable
solution to the phase problem, a program used for molecular replacement (PHASER)22
enabled various molecular models to be inspected. These models included ones from
geometry optimized molecular mechanics calculations and from molecular fragments based
on the ~1000 crystal structures of resorcin[4]arene. A backbone, tailored from a pre-existing
crystal structure of a resorcin[4]arene analogue,23 was used as a model to obtain an initial
structure solution. This solution was used in a small-molecule-based refinement employing
the software SHELXH. Overall, this hybrid strategy relies upon the availability of credible
models for molecular replacement and thus may not be readily generalized when applied to
novel chemical compounds and their assemblies. Cyanostar is one such example where no
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crystal structures existed prior to its first disclosure15 and where every atom in the unit cell
is disordered.
Interest in cyanostars (Figure 1) arises from their pentagonal geometry, anion binding
pocket,15 template-directed formation of [3]rotaxanes and anion-responsive 2D crystalline
monolayers.24 Yet, its crystal packing has stretched the limits of small-molecule
crystallography. The crystal structure determination of cyanostar offered particular
challenges on account of whole molecule disorder.15 Specifically, the M and P enantiomers,
which arise from cyanostar’s bowl chirality,25 were found to reside in the same unit cell
positions with no crystallographic symmetry relating the enantiomers to each other. As a
consequence, the electron densities of the M and P macrocyclic enantiomers overlap each
other. The same type of whole molecule disorder was observed in the crystal structures of
the [3]rotaxane15 and for the sandwich complex formed around the ClO4– anion.24

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

One approach to overcome the challenges associated with the chemical diversity of
abiological molecules involves the assistance of computational models. A recently
developed molecular dynamics (MD)-based crystallographic refinement tool xMDFF26,27
(molecular dynamics flexible fitting28–30 for X-ray crystallography) offers such a solution
and one that is complementary to other small-molecule methods.31–34 MD and simulatedannealing algorithms have a long history for facilitating structure determination from lowresolution diffraction data sets.35,36 In addition, xMDFF can be used with PHENIX,37 a
standard package used in macromolecular crystallography. With xMDFF (Figure 2c), realspace refinement is utilized for fitting an atomic model into an iteratively updating electron
density map that incorporates the phase from the molecular model, provided by an MD
simulation, and the structure factors from the X-ray diffraction data. This algorithm allows
the force fields to impose chemical correctness during the fitting process. On account of its
MD basis, xMDFF provides the necessary sampling of bond lengths, angles and dihedrals,
which are required to flexibly fit a molecular model into an electron density map. The power
of xMDFF in macromolecular crystallography comes from the ability to accommodate
large-scale deformations from the initial structure during the refinement process. These
benefits could also play a role in the structure determinations of abiological
macromolecules.

Author Manuscript

To evaluate the usefulness of macromolecular structure determination for synthetic
abiological molecules, we used the original dataset available from small-molecule
crystallography15 to re-determine the structure of cyanostar. For this purpose we developed
a combined xMDFF-PHENIX approach (Figure 2c) to determine the structure. We were
able to directly compare the structures obtained from the two methods to assess the accuracy
of the macromolecule approach, and its ability to identify and then address whole molecule
disorder as well as disordered solvent molecules. The results accurately match those
obtained with traditional small s for determining the structure of cyanostar and for
describing its disorder. By taking advantage of eLBOW (electronic ligand builder and
optimization workbench), a module38 from the PHENIX suite that uses a force-field
potential to calculate geometrical restraints for enzyme-bound substrates and ligands, a
seamless gateway exists for merging xMDFF with PHENIX-based refinement of abiological
macromolecules.
J Am Chem Soc. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 July 16.
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METHODS
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The crystal structure of cyanostar macrocycle used for the development of xMDFF-PHENIX
has been published previously (CCDC deposition No. 921153). All charges and bond, angle,
and dihedral parameters missing from the CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF)39
were optimized on model compounds, which are structural components of the cyanostar
macrocycle, using the Force Field Toolkit plugin (ffTK)40 in VMD. An xMDFF-PHENIXbased refinement protocol was employed to resolve the cyanostar crystal structure. All MD
simulations were performed in vacuum utilizing CGenFF with parameters developed here
for cyanostar employing the ffTK plugin. More details regarding the parameterization and
refinement methods are included in the Supporting Information. Programs are available
online: PHENIX at http://www.phenix-online.org; xMDFF at http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/
Research/mdff/documentation.html; and the ffTK plugin (version 1.1) at http://
www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/plugins/fftk/.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystallographic refinement of cyanostar

Author Manuscript

The structure determination of cyanostar was investigated using various standard and new
approaches. Initially, the default routines (Figure 2b) in PHENIX were used. However,
application of molecular replacement (PHASER) to the cyanostar structure determination by
using the approach followed by Rissanen, Jaskolski and Szumna13 did not even yield a
solution. Presumably the high degree of local disorder in the crystal caused PHASER to
experience difficulties when attempting to match the cyanostar model to the diffraction data,
even when the model was on the correct site. To circumvent PHASER, the cyanostar model
was directly placed in the location where the local electron density map matched best the
shape of a macrocycle. Nevertheless, when following this modified approach (Figure 2b)
and using restraints generated within eLBOW, the refinement of the cyanostar structure
(Figure 3a) failed to generate the expected planarity. Refinement artifacts seemed to distort
the electron density map and the resulting molecular structure. Consistent with these
assessments of the poor match to the correct structure, the R-factor Rwork was on the order of
0.6, indicating that the model cannot be necessarily distinguished from a random distribution
of atoms. The interpretation of Rwork resembles the R1 parameter from small-molecule
crystallography.41 This high value for Rwork is acknowledged by macromolecular
crystallographers to signify a cutoff value beyond which it is not possible to obtain a
structure determination.

Author Manuscript

A successful determination was only possible when using xMDFF. First, structural restraints
were computed from force field parameters that are generated by ffTK and implemented in
xMDFF. Second, the combination of these structural restraints with the structural solution
obtained from the standard PHENIX protocol (Figure 3a) ultimately led to successful phase
determination with ordered electron density (Figure 3d). In this case, both R-factors (Rwork
and Rfree)41 were within normal limits for standard structure determinations.
It is critical to ensure that any refinement process is not trapped in a local minimum but
rather achieves a globally optimized structure that is consistent with the diffraction data.

J Am Chem Soc. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 July 16.
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Phase extension is a standard approach used in macromolecule crystallography to help
funnel the optimization while minimizing model bias, especially when the starting model is
not ideal. To implement this approach, molecular replacement by the model was repeated by
starting the phase determination at low resolution: the diffraction data was artificially
truncated to 3 Å and then followed by step-wise phase extension to 0.84 Å. We found that
phase extension helped particularly to resolve the positions of the outward directed cyano
groups and the three methyl groups that constitute the t-butyl substituents; both of which
showed the most changes during phase extension (Figure 3b). Refinements conducted at
various data resolutions revealed an atomically well-resolved and rigid cyanostar core
constituted by the inner 25 membered ring. Interestingly, during the phase extension in the
range of 3.0 to 0.84 Å resolution, root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) of the rigid 25membered ring relative to that of the cyanostar’s structure refined with small molecule
techniques15 increased from 0.13 to 0.26 Å, respectively. In contrast, the entire cyanostar
macrocycle exhibited RMSDs that decreased (0.48–0.34 Å) across the same range even
though they are higher in magnitude. Although the peripheral t-butyl substituents on the
phenyl rings lead to higher overall RMSD values compared to those of the rigid core, the
decrease of the overall RMSDs must be attributed to improved modeling of the rotatable tbutyl substituents.

Author Manuscript

The overall cyanostar macrocycle obtained by xMDFF-PHENIX (Figure 3c, magenta)
shows high consistency with the structure refined by small-molecule approaches (Figure 3c,
cyan). The low RMSDs are a testament to the ability of xMDFF, enabled by a robust force
field, to model flexibility and thus to be capable of refining systematically the cyanostar
structure during phase extension. In comparison, the problematic PHENIX-only refined
model (Figure 3a) showed a large RMSD of 2.1 Å relative to the structure refined with
xMDFF-PHENIX (Figure 3c). This significant difference is another testament to the largescale deformations xMDFF utilizes to reconcile trial models with diffraction data.

Author Manuscript

Starting with the PHENIX-only refined model that showed an Rwork >60%, initial rounds of
xMDFF-only refinement with data truncated to a 3-Å resolution reduced Rwork to ~45%.
Removal of hydrogen atoms further improved Rwork to ~35%. When xMDFF refinements
were followed by iterative real-space position and B-factor refinement in PHENIX,
additional improvements lead to an Rwork value of 34%. When occupancies were assigned to
M and P isomers (63:37) in the electron density based on occupancies from previous
studies,15 further refinement with PHENIX generated an Rwork value of 29%. (An
independent assessment of the M/P occupancies was also undertaken, vide infra.) Hydrogen
atoms were added back at this stage, which improved Rwork to 27%. The final round of
refinement accounted for inter-atomic scattering.42
The existence of whole-molecule disorder with cyanostar introduced complications at
various stages of the refinement process, including the refinement of atomic positions at the
initial stage where the R-factor plateaued at about 45%. We speculated that hydrogens were
restricting the refinement algorithm by increasing the volume of the model and removal of
hydrogen atoms would allow the program to focus on the heavier atoms first. Indeed we
found this approach helped the refinement and lowered the R-factor. Once proper atomic

J Am Chem Soc. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 July 16.
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positions were established and the whole-molecule disorder was resolved by occupancy
refinement, adding back the hydrogen atoms improved the R-factor, as expected.

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

The remainder of the unit cell’s composition was then determined. In accordance with the
P–1 symmetry of the unit cell, the second macrocycle that is related by an inversion center
to the first one was clearly observed in the electron density map by the end of the xMDFFonly refinement stage. The second cyanostar was then included to complete the construction
of the model. Subsequent cycles of xMDFF-PHENIX refinement that start from this model
revealed diffusive electron density that can be accounted for by two molecules of diglyme, a
solvent that was used in the crystallization of cyanostar (Figures 4b and 4c). The first
diglyme was bound inside two stacked cyanostar macrocycles and thus formed a 2:1
complex in the solid state. Another diglyme, which was not identified by the small molecule
refinement, was found and seen to sit roughly parallel to these 2:1 complexes, running from
the bottom of one complex to the top of another (Figure 4a). Both diglyme molecules are
located in special positions, i.e., having their molecular centers coinciding with the inversion
centers. On account of the fact that there are two diglymes in one unit cell, they occupy two
of the eight independent inversion centers: the cell origin, three face centers, three axis
centers and the body center (Figure S7). The bound diglymes are located on the centers of
four symmetry-related cell axes (a in this case), while unbound diglymes are located on two
symmetry-related face centers (ac plane in this case). Overall, both the 2:1 complexes and
the unbound diglymes are aligned approximately parallel to the face diagonal direction of
the bc planes of the unit cell with the macrocycles’ π surfaces tilted along the diagonal axis.
Although both diglymes could potentially have occupancy values smaller than one, they are
not refined on account of their high degree of disorder. Alternatively, one could attribute the
diffusiveness of the diglyme electron density to disorder and partial occupancy; these two
factors cannot be distinguished here.

Author Manuscript

The final R-factors achieved (Rwork = 25% and Rfree = 28%) were surprisingly high for the
final data resolution used in the structure refinement (0.84 Å). R-factors are dependent on
data resolution and were seen to increase, i.e., get worse, with improving resolution. The
scale factor,41 which relates the observed structure factors to the calculated structure factors,
deviated from an expected value of 1.0 in the high data resolution range (1–0.84 Å). Thus,
disorder can contribute to the high R-factors. Conversely, the Pearson correlation
coefficients CCwork and CCfree, which provide a measure of the linear correlation between
Fcalc2 and Fobs2 (peak intensities), were found to have reasonable values of 98.4% and
94.2%, respectively. These high percentages suggest that the diffraction data was nicely
fitted by our model; which is in an good agreement with the low RMSD of 0.3 Å between
the small molecule and macromolecule methods thereby enhancing our confidence in the
atomic accuracy of the analysis.
The fact that Rwork is high may be rationalized by comparing our molecular system to most
protein structures. In addition to the disordered solvent molecules, the macrocycle exhibits
whole molecule disorder in the crystal; every single one of the atomic scatterers is
disordered. The presence of whole molecule disorder in a crystal can lead to worsened Rfactors in the 1–0.84 Å resolution regime where the information of interatomic periodicity is
stored. Although protein crystals can also have a large quantity of disordered solvent
J Am Chem Soc. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 July 16.
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molecules, the protein backbone is not usually subject to whole molecule disorder. As a
result, the resolution-dependent Rwork is more adversely affected in the 1–0.84 Å resolution
range for the cyanostar sample when compared to many protein structures. Correlation
coefficients directly compare the model with the data and are not resolution-dependent.
Thus, CCwork and CCfree better describe the quality of the xMDFF-PHENIX refinement of
cyanostar structure.
Whole molecule disorder

Author Manuscript

The difference map (Fobs–Fcalc) for the crystal structure of cyanostar obtained after xMDFFPHENIX refinement shows positive densities (Figure 5a, black mesh) corresponding to a
stereoisomer of cyanostar not defined by crystallographic symmetry. This positive density is
indicative of whole molecule disorder. As observed from previous studies,15 the cyanostar
macrocycle is not perfectly flat and is better described as a shallow bowl. When viewed
down the C5 symmetry axis and when looking down into the “bottom” of the bowl,25 two
directions can be identified. Using priority rules by starting at the phenyl ring,
stereochemical assignment is based on the location of the nearest cyano group: the P isomer
runs clockwise and M isomer counterclockwise (Figure 5b). The averaged electron density
from the superposition of M and P isomers at the same crystallographic location is only
restricted by the overall crystallographic symmetry of P–1. Even though the symmetry
would suggest that the distribution of M and P isomers at the location of the first macrocycle
within the stacked dimer should be a mirror image of the second macrocycle, symmetry is
defined by the average of every single unit cell in the crystal. Thus, the whole molecule
disorder exists on both sites and it precludes differentiation between cases where the dimer
is composed of either randomly paired enantiomers (P-P, M-M and M-P) or the two
enantiomers are actually stacked as an M-P racemic sandwich (Figure 5c).

Author Manuscript

To refine whole molecule disorder, another set of M and P isomers were added to the
electron density map right on top of the existing P-M dimer model, where each of these
extra macrocycles shares the same location with its stereoisomer. For instance, a P isomer
will be added to locations where an M isomer exists. All the atoms in one macrocycle are
grouped to share a single occupancy value. The occupancy ratio between isomers was
refined to be 69:31 for M:P at one position and P:M at the other position related by an
inversion center. This ratio is in agreement with the distribution of cyanostar enantiomers
previously determined (63% M and 37% P) from the small-molecule studies.9 The 69:31
ratio was used in the final refinement that achieved the Rwork of 25%.

Author Manuscript

The differences in refinement strategies between macromolecular and small molecule
methods likely produced the small differences in observed in M:P distribution values. In the
small molecule refinement, atoms from two disordered portions that are too close to each
other would sometimes be assigned by the crystallographer to have the same coordinates. If
this approach is not taken, anisotropy refinement of these two atoms could result in negative
electron densities. While this strategy helps prevent negative densities during anisotropy
refinement, it will also occasionally yield structural distortions.15 In contrast, human bias is
reduced to a very limited degree in our xMDFF refinement on account of the fact that the
MD simulations refined the “two” cyanostars on the same location independently. This
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equal treatment allows the minor copy of the macrocycle to be freed from overlaps with the
major one and refined independently using the same sets of restraints. This independence
assured that the two enantiomers are chemically identical; an idea we can evaluate from the
structural data. As a consequence, one would anticipate the two enantiomers would have
very similar structural parameters after full refinement, such as, bond angles.

Author Manuscript

We assessed the expectation that the xMDFF approach will yield greater similarity between
the M and P stereoisomers sitting on the same crystallographic site. We compared internal
C–C–C bond angles around the rigid benzene rings, structural features that may reasonably
be expected to be the same. First, each of the six internal angles of the benzene moieties was
compared across all five rings resulting in six intramolecular comparisons for the major
(Figure 6b) and six for the minor (Figure 6c) enantiomer. Although the angles within a
single benzene will deviate from the ideal 120° on account of substitution, one would expect
that this deviation pattern would be repeated on each of cyanostar’s five benzene rings.
Second, we compared the same sets of chemically equivalent internal angles but this time
between the M and P enantiomers that occupy the sites of whole molecule disorder resulting
in 30 intermolecular comparisons (Figure 6d). In this case, two benzene rings from the two
co-located enantiomers would be expected to share the same deviation pattern particularly
for those that are close in space. The same analyses were conducted on the structure
resolved by small-molecule method (Figures 6e–g).

Author Manuscript

In this similarity assessment, the small molecule approach shows deviations of up to ±7° for
both the intramolecular and intermolecular comparisons (Figure 6). These deviations are
five times larger than when using xMDFF-PHENIX (±1.4°) (Figure 6). When considering
the macromolecule refinement alone, the intermolecular deviation (Figures 6b and 6c) was
found to be two times greater than the intramolecular deviation (Figure 6d). These
observations indicate that the use of xMDFF, which allows each molecule to be treated
independently, appears to increase structural similarity between chemically equivalent
moieties when addressing whole molecule disorder. Nevertheless, both refinement
approaches are limited by the fact that the major macrocycle has twice the amount of data
than the minor one, leading to greater structural differences between co-located enantiomers.
xMDFF-PHENIX Method for Abiological Macromolecule Crystallography

Author Manuscript

The PHENIX suite had been originally designed for automated structure determination for
biological macromolecules.43 PHENIX already includes features designed for incorporating
non-biological molecules into macromolecular structures, which allow it to be used in
abiological macromolecule structure determination. These features include the following
two components: (i) the eLBOW module uses force fields to energy minimize chemical
structures and to generate restraints for the refinement process; (ii) REEL (restraints editor
especially ligands) can be used as a restraint viewer, which permits convenient modification
of bond, angle and dihedral values for structures with non-canonical stereochemistry (i.e.,
deviating from the standard biological moiety library). When eLBOW and REEL are used in
conjunction with accurate and robust force fields computed by ffTK and applied through
xMDFF’s refinement protocols, abiological macromolecular crystallography can be
achieved as we have shown. This outcome holds true despite the large extent of disorder;
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which is present in every single atom in the crystal. For the crystalline form of cyanostar, its
whole molecule disorder can be clearly observed in the electron density map, which allowed
a basis to identify and include it in the refinement. The successful use of xMDFF-PHENIX
with cyanostar demonstrates the ability of this method to address structure determination
challenges in the crossover area occupied by large and multi-molecule assemblies.

Author Manuscript

Application of an accurate force field is important for ensuring that each xMDFF
performance is consistent, e.g., during refinement of the abiological system considered here.
In addition, MD simulations are known to be critical for increasing the radius of
convergence of real-space refinements.35 In our case, the initial model differs from the final
cyanostar structure by a large RMSD of 2.1 Å. Thus, use of MD simulations was necessary
to drive the poor initial model towards a structure solution that is more consistent with the
diffraction data. Such application of MD simulations will become more important when the
crystallized compound is unknown, in which case extended sampling (longer time) will be
required. Once the refinement has reached the final stages, MD simulations can be replaced
with energy minimizations.

Author Manuscript

On account of our generalized workflow (Figures 1c and S6) and on the strength of the
results achieved for cyanostar, we suggest that crystal structure determination at various size
scales can be done with the xMDFF-PHENIX protocol. For traditional macromolecular
crystallography, carefully parameterized force fields would be useful for dealing with odd
geometries from exotic prosthetic groups, ligands or binding partners, and is well within the
purview of the ffTK program. More generally, xMDFF-PHENIX can be applied to multimolecule and abiological macromolecules. We believe that this protocol will also be useful
for identifying functional polymorphs, such as in cases where a polymorphic crystal may
diffract with low resolution, which would normally preclude further structural interpretation.

CONCLUSIONS

Author Manuscript

The present study emphasizes the critical element of utilizing an accurate force field for
restraint-based crystal structure determination and shows how such force field can form the
basis for abiological macromolecule crystallography. The software suites used for traditional
macromolecular structure determination work well for bio-relevant macromolecules and
architectures with huge molecular weights. However, imperfect force field descriptions for
novel abiological structures, even structures of moderate size, can be a roadblock to general
application to abiological macromolecules. The accurate quantum chemical information
incorporated into the force field by ffTK is ultimately reflected in the accuracy of the
structural features of a system investigated, in the present case the cyanostar structure
solution. These features include the correct geometries achieved for cyanostar and its
dimeric form in the unit cell, the modeling of the whole molecule disorder and dealing with
the disordered diglyme that partially populates the cyanostar dimer’s binding pocket. The
workflow developed here makes use of an xMDFF-PHENIX hybrid approach and serves as
a general starting point for determining structures from datasets that are traditionally found
to resist small-molecule methods. Furthermore, the customized force field can also be
utilized in characterizing the compound’s dynamics. In the long term, xMDFF-PHENIX
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provides a complementary approach for structure determinations of abiological
macromolecules of increasing size and complexity.
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Figure 1.

Chemical structure of the cyanostar macrocycle and an overview of its supramolecular
chemistry
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Figure 2.

Typical refinement procedures of (a) small-molecule crystallography, (b) macromolecule
crystallography and (c) the xMDFF-PHENIX abiological macromolecule crystallography
developed here. Differences between small-molecule and macromolecule crystallography
are highlighted in red; modifications by xMDFF are in blue.
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Figure 3.
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(a) Distorted cyanostar structure from refinement using PHENIX alone. This structure was
used subsequently as the input model for xMDFF-PHENIX refinement. (b) Structures are
shown at different stages of phase extension based on data at various resolution cut-offs: 3 Å
in yellow, 2 Å in magenta, 1.5 Å in cyan and 0.84 Å in green. (c) The structure of cyanostar
(magenta) determined by xMDFF-PHENIX shows good agreement with the structure (cyan)
refined by the small molecule method. (d) The improved electron density map (grey mesh,
1.5σ contour) clearly matches well with a single cyanostar macrocycle.
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Figure 4.

(a) Lamellar packing of cyanostar-diglyme sandwiches in the crystal. The cyanostar dimers
are colored in blue and cyan, the diglymes in yellow with their oxygen atoms in red.
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The red box highlights the chemical components of
one unit cell constituted by (b, c) a cyanostar dimer (1.5σ electron density contour) and two
diglyme solvent molecules (0.5σ electron density contour).
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Whole molecule disorder of cyanostar macrocycles. (a) The unaccounted electron density
(black mesh) shown in the difference map (Fo–Fc, 1.5σ contour) clearly constitutes a second
complete cyanostar macrocycle that is crystallographically different from the already
modeled electron density (orange) presented in the data-weighted difference map of 2Fo–
Fc (1.5σ contour). (b) Two cyanostar stereoisomers co-exist at the same crystallographic
location: the major electron density (orange) translates to an M isomer (cyan), and the minor
electron density (black) to a P isomer (magenta). (c) Four possible stereoisomers of a
cyanostar dimer that can be present in the crystal (the first letter indicates the top layer).
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Figure 6.

(a) Cyanostar macrocycle with its five repeating aromatic rings (A to E) and each phenyl
ring with six internal C–C–C bond angles (1 to 6). Cyanostar macrocycle resolved by the
xMDFF-PHENIX approach shows (b-d) smaller structural distortions (±1.4°) than when
resolved by (e-g) the small molecule approach (±7°). The analysis is performed by
comparing how the C–C–C bond angles vary between benzene rings within the same
macrocycle and between enantiomers that are present at the same location. The deviations
are measured by angles (degree). For the 2D plots of major or minor isomers, a column
represents how a particular angle (1 to 6) varies from one phenyl to another across one
macrocycle (A to E). The average of one particular angle over five phenyl rings is used as
the zero-point reference to define positive (red) and negative (blue) deviations. The 2D plots
for major vs. minor are created by subtracting angles of the minor copy from the same ones
located in the phenyl rings of the major copy that are closest in space.
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